PRESS RELEASE
E-BIKE: THE ITALIAN COMPANY FIVE PRODUCES THE NEW PEDAL ASSIST
E-BIKE THAT WILL BE USED BY THE CARABINIERI CORPS.
The Italian FIVE GROUP presents the model produced for the Carabinieri Corps in its factory where
the industrial production is characterized by energy efficiency and environmental sustainability.
MILAN, April 22nd - A 630 watt-hour lithium-ion core - all Made in Italy - will fuel the electric motor
of the next electric bicycle that will be used by the Carabinieri Corps.
The Italian Company FIVE (Fabbrica Italiana Veicoli Elettrici) has today published the photos of this
new pedal assist bicycle that will enrich the fleet available to the Corps.
Produced under the Italwin brand in the factory of the group - a modern complex completely
independent in terms of of energy thanks to a dual photovoltaic system - the new electric bike was
created on the basis of the “Trail Ultra”, i.e the best model in the trekking segment of the Italwin
brand.
Its main features are an aluminum frame, a 75mm cushioned front fork, 2 wide tread tires, hydraulic
disc brakes, 10-speed gearbox and a second generation FIVE F90 mid-engine which is connected to
a 3,5-inch backlit multifunction LCD display installed on the handlebar. It is suitable for all terrains,
with five levels of pedal assistance and a long-lasting battery and it will be used in the operations of
the Carbinieri Command for Forest Protection.
"We are really proud - said Fabio Giatti, CEO of the FIVE GROUP - of the creation of this product in
collaboration with the Carabinieri Corps, which has chosen to focus on electric mobility, acquiring
electric bikes that are entirely manufactured in Italy ".
The Italian know-how is indeed one of the main assets of the Company - associated with
Confindustria ANCMA - which in 2013 started a reverse process of relocation, moving the production
of electric bikes from China to Italy, which culminated in the construction of a ZEB (Zero Energy
Building) where energy efficiency, industrial production and environmental sustainability are
combined.
"After a long and consolidated experience in this industry, our approach to business - added Giatti
- today allows us to emphasize our connection with the Carabinieri operations in the territory and
we are confident that the capillary action and the particular application of these “green” vehicles in
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the activities of Forest Protection will also help to spread the attitude towards biking and to build a
culture of environmental sustainability”

Contact: Gary Fabris
email: gary.fabris@fivebikes.it
Phone: +390510316272
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